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A message from the Chair…. 

 

For the hashing club which doesn’t hash as often as we’d like, it’s great to have 

been hashing twice in the past week. An eggsellent Halloween Hash on Tuesday 

will be remembered alongside other brilliant spooky H4 hashes. Well done 

POTTY. And we chased it down with the GASH Hash on Sunday. 

 

Lots of runners have been out at autumn races in the past month. Well done to 

those who took on Beachy Head, Kent Cross Country League and all who survived 

the away trip to Slovenia. Write ups from all of those feature below, as well as 

journalistic excellence from Doggy regarding his Canterbury Run.  

With Christmas round the corner we are now looking forward to a new addition 

to the calendar with a Kids Christmas Hash (details TBC) and the Santa Hash on 

17th December.  

 

As a reminder, the Mis-Management Group will meet on the second Tuesday of 

every month. If you have anything to raise with us please do let myself or 

SICKNOTE know ahead of time. 

  

On on, 

EMBAA 

 

 

 

SAVE THE DATE 

Harvel 5 2024 

 

The Harvel 5 2024 takes place on Saturday 1st June and will be the event’s 

25th Anniversary. The event is a key date in the calendar for the club and 

requires significant assistance from club members to make the day a success. 

We kindly ask that all members try to keep the date free to help out. Newer 

members are eligible to run in the race. Please make yourselves known to 

SICKNOTE, when entries open in the new year, if you joined H4 since June 

2023.  

As well as helping on the day there will be call outs soon for club ideas and input 

on the theme of the day, medal, trophy and merchandise designs. Please do get 

involved.  
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Quote of the month 

 

 “I’ve found a pair of tits!” 

 

LITTLE UNT at the 

bottom of Strawberry Hill  

 

 

 

 

 

New Hashing Names  

 

Joe – STEVIE WONDER 

Nikki Swindlehurst - GOOSE 

Mrs Tumble changes to BARE 

Steph (guest hasher from Dartford) – STINGER 

Stuart (also from Dartford) - SWALLOW 

 

 

Doggy’s Canterbury Run 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On Saturday 16th September our merry band of pilgrims set off on our fourth 

run to Canterbury - not so much a pilgrimage as a 43 mile pub crawl. Setting off 

from H.Q. in bright sunshine we trotted down Holly Hill and picked up the 

Pilgrim's Way heading east via Upper Halling and were met on Peter's Bridge by 

our gallant, and indispensable,  support crew for a photo' session. From there, in 
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steadily increasing temperatures,  we ran on to the first 'service station',  The 

Windmill in Burham where we were made very welcome - they even put £20 in 

our collection bucket. It's a shame that we lack that spirit of generosity in the 

victualer industry within our village. 

 

Moving on, through Eccles, we became aware of the unusually heavy volume of 

oncoming traffic but,  undaunted,  we pressed on through Boxley Country 

Park.  Emerging from the park, onto a short section of road, the traffic was 

horrendous if not downright dangerous.  Mercifully it was only a couple of 

hundred yards before we were back on the single track section of the route and 

on we went in comparative safety even though the traffic was abnormally 

heavy.On our arrival at Detling, and the Cock Horse,  we enjoyed a refresher 

and discovered 

the reason for 

the clogged up 

roads;  apparently,  the M2 was closed,  the M20 had restricted flow due to a 

breakdown and there was a huge dog show at Kent Showground just up the hill 

from Detling.  

 
 

Suitably refreshed, we set off for the final five miles of the day, in by now 

blistering heat,  plodding on to the final stop - the Windmill at Hollingbourne. 

Unfortunately for us,  there was a large event being hosted there which put us 

at a disadvantage in two respects;  the garden was out of bounds to us and the 

service at the bar was painfully slow.  However, once we all had a glass in our 

hand we adjourned to the fore court and raised those glasses in memory of Tom 
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before heading home for the night.The following morning three intrepid 

athletes left Harvel on foot and about three hours later the rest of us left in 

the support crew's cars and headed 

back to Hollingbourne where we 

regrouped at the sorry remains of the 

Dirty Habit, our traditional Saturday 

finish and Sunday re-start venue. The 

three heroic athletes caught us up 

there and, reunited, off we set again, 

now off road and this time under cloudy 

skies; much more conducive to distance 

running than the previous day. At five 

miles our ever reliable support squad 

met us at the viewpoint on Hubbards 

Hill near Lenham, the only 'service 

station' along the way without a pub, but with drinks and jelly babies on board.   

 

Ever onward for eight miles, which 

included a light shower of welcome 

refreshing rain, to Boughton Aluph and 

the Flying Horse next to the village green 

where a cricket match was 

underway.  Leaving there, one more mile 

of Pilgrim's Way before picking up the 

North Downs Way and the dreaded 

ascent of the escarpment.  Discretion 

being the better part of valour, a couple 

of us less youthful participants elected 

to blag a lift to the final staging 

post, the White Horse in the square 

at Chilham. That dodge saved our legs 

and increased the pace of the pack but in 

so doing we missed the run from the top 

of the Downs through the beautiful ancient woodland, a sacrifice worth making.  
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 On to the final leg through Chartham to the Stour valley Way with its excellent 

flat running surface and the tranquility of the river immediately alongside 

before regrouping in the Westgate Towers gardens.  Now for the final push, up 

the High Street, turn left and tumble into the square outside Canterbury 

Cathedral gates and the Old 

Buttermarket pub - what a welcome 

sight. After a pint (or two) we 

composed ourselves and repeated 

the tribute to Tom, not just because 

some runners were not with us on 

Saturday and the first tribute but 

also because he thoroughly deserved 

it. 

 

My thanks to all who were any part 

of this madcap venture whether 

they be donors, well 

wishers,  runners or support crew 

which this time has raised £1485 

for the Ellenor Hospice. 

 

To paraphrase the words of John Bunyan, 

   

He who would valiant be 'gainst all disaster 

Run the road to Canterbury then come back plastered 

There's no discouragement, will make him once relent, 

His first avowed intent, to be a Hasher 

 

Should we do it again one day? 

 

DOGGY 

 

 

Away Marathon 2023 

 
Day One – Harvel to Ljubljana 

15 tourists met at 10am at Harvel Village Hall resplendent in their new, red 

Dragon polo shirts – the dragon is the symbol of Ljubljana city.  
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DATA had succeeded in already upsetting DAME who gets stressed travelling 

by deciding to take a work call just as they were leaving the house.  DATA takes 

an early lead in the “Don’t Upset Your Partner” league table although he was 

later to get strong competition from NODDY, WALLY and ENGINE. 

Next stop Gatwick security. 

• ENGINE’s knees do set off the metal detector – any excuse to get 

frisked. 

• LITTLE UNT seemed to disappear into his own separate security check!!! 

• DATA further upsets DAME by forgetting to tell her that the water 

bottle he had put in her 

rucksack still has water in 

it.  DAME not so pleased to 

get frisked! 

Pre-flight drinks at Spoons 

(compulsory) before boarding.  

1 - Spot the dragon 
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As we take our seats on the plane NODDY suddenly realises he has no mobile 

phone.  The idiot has lost it somewhere between Pret and Spoons.  As a result, 

NODDY is rightly ridiculed throughout remainder of trip and somewhat 

surprisingly did not get stroppy despite, later in the trip, being presented with a 

chocolate iPhone.  

Further drinks during the flight – LITTLE UNT refers to his intake of 4 

miniatures of Dead Men’s Fingers by saying “I’ve had 4 black fingers”.  

SCREAMER replies by saying “I’ve had more than that!”.  Nobody seems shocked 

by either statement.  

Arrival in Ljubljana – short taxi ride to 

the superbly located City Hotel (only 

200m off marathon and 10k route) – 

runners head to Stozice Stadium to 

register. 

Whole party reconvene for evening drinks 

and food at our spiritual home and go-to 

hostelry for the trip – Pops Bar (yes, it is 

called that). MUFFIN completely ignores 

large queue for tables and reserved sign 

on largest table by securing that table 

and seats for all of us.  What a blagger – 

the woman has no shame!! 

 

Day Two -Ljubljana Sightseeing 

Highlights - Small but beautiful city centre, river boat trip, mooch around 

Ljubljana market, funicular ride up to Castle, superb views from highest Castle 

tower to the mountains that surround 

Ljubljana, man with pet emu in main Square?? 

Lowlights - Inappropriate behaviour from 

DOUBLE ENTRY in the Puppetry Museum! 

Karen Wallace – new hash name – WEBBED 

FEET – because she comes from Sheppey, 

dives headfirst down steps outside toilets, in 

an effort to knock herself out. NODDY 

decides he doesn’t want to pay 50 cents to go 

to the loo so limbos under the barrier but then 

goes into ladies toilet! 

During the afternoon when rain put in a brief 

appearance some tourists were testing how 

much cheesecake they could eat – another 

common theme of the weekend.  The other 
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tourists were competing in the Ljubljana Crazy Golf Championships at Tivoli 

Park.  Surprisingly victory went to LITTLE UNT/TIGER BARRY who finished 

one shot ahead of THE BADGER.  The supposed golfers ENGINE and NODDY 

finished last and second to last respectively.  

The evening comprised of carb-loading for the runners at Aroma Italian 

restaurant and watching the rugby at an Irish bar.  Drinking was only 

punctuated by ENGINE deciding he was better at upsetting DAME than DATA 

was.  ENGINE indicated that DAME wasn’t in a drinks whip with a dismissive 

wave of the hand and saying “be gone”.  DAME unsurprisingly reacted somewhat 

negatively and left the bar – ENGINE was quickly advised to chase after her to 

apologise.  ENGINE was subsequently reminded of his inappropriate actions at 

every opportunity and latterly the two parties who awarded the prize of Mr. 

Israel and Little Miss. Gaza. 

 

Day Three – Run Day 

Our team of 7 runners 

assembled for breakfast 

minus LITTLE UNT who was 

still pissed from the night 

before.  

The team of 8 supporters 

headed off in various 

directions to see the runners 

across the three courses. 

A few hours later the 

following H4 club records had been set: 

 

Fastest Ljubljana 

Marathon time – 

DATA 

 

Fastest Ljubljana Half-

Marathon time – BELLE END 

 

Fastest Ljubljana 10K 

time – NODDY  
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Slowest 10K time by 

anybody, anywhere, 

ever – LITTLE UNT  

 

 

The most poos ever during a 

half marathon – Mrs Tumble.  

The tourists strongly 

recommend that Mrs Tumble 

be now renamed Winnie (or 

BARE)  

 

 
It's not just bears!  

Special recognition for 

CAT FLAP – who from 

henceforth would like 

to be renamed 

Goldilocks as she ran 

with Winnie 

throughout and 

obediently waited 

when Winnie 

disappeared into the 

woods yet again!  

 

 
 

The evening consisted of an 

excellent Club meal at Julijas 

restaurant – lots to eat and 

drink and down downs.  A 

“tired and emotional” 

SCREAMER had to be 

escorted home by DAME, 

MUFFIN and BELLE END – 

whilst the rest finished the 

evening with yet more drinks 

and some Sambuca shots at 

the Cutty Sark pub.  

 

Day Four – Lake Bled 

After a few issues sorting bus tickets the whole group journeyed one hour to 

the stunningly beautiful Lake Bled surrounded by the Julian Alps.  
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The weather was gorgeous, 

we listened to some oompah 

music by the lake and took 

loads of photos.  We had 

coffee and cake in a café 

overlooking the lake which 

had robot kitty waiters 

followed by a lovely rowing 

boat trip across the lake to 

the monastery on the island 

in the middle of the lake.  

In the evening we had a final 

meal all together at Sestica 

restaurant – particularly notable for very 

large portions – BELLE END the only one 

capable of eating all her food. ENGINE 

was particularly overwhelmed by his Bear 

Goulash (yes, you did read that correctly). 

Our final evening was completed with a 

last visit to Pops Bar. We played spoof – 

Winnie(BARE) lost and didn’t seem to 

enjoy her first experience of Slovenian 

Palinka (chosen by NODDY and paid for by 

WALLY).  

 

Day Five – Homeward Bound 

An uneventful journey home apart from a 45 minute delay and many of the group 

feeling a bit rough as a result too much drink during the weekend, not enough 

sleep, general sore throats and sniffles – some of which subsequently turned out 

to be COVID!!! 

I am sure that everybody who attended would say that they had great fun – 

much of that was potentially because we spent the majority of time together as 

one group.  Slovenia and Ljubljana are beautiful.  That Slovenes are courteous 

and funny apart for one or two exceptions.  Finally, a massive thank you to all 

those involved in arranging the weekend – transfers, flights, accommodation, 

restaurants, sightseeing, supporting, finances etc etc. Great team effort! 

 

Official Run Times 

 

NODDY – 10K – 1.08-14 

LITTLE UNT – 10K – 1.37-43 
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BELLE END – HALF – 2.04-16 

SCREAMER – HALF – 2.09-07 

GOLDILOCKS – HALF – 2.30-55 

WINNIE – HALF – 2.30-55 

DATA – MARATHON – 3.37-41 

 

 

 

Beachy Head Marathon 

Saturday 21 October 2023 

 

This was my first ever marathon and it didn’t disappoint, even in the torrential 

rain and wind!  Standing on the start line staring at a hill resembling the 

escarpment the nerves well and truly kicked in.  When we were overtaken in the 

first two miles by a man dressed in an enormous rhino costume a new 

determination set in – we could NOT be beaten by a rhino!  

The food at each check point was a particular highlight and the support we 

received along the way was amazing.  The rain and wind continued to come at us 

from all angles and the higher we went, the more intense it became.  With just 

under 4,000ft of elevation there was no hiding from it but this didn’t stop us 

from taking in the stunning scenery whilst chatting, laughing (possibly bordering 

on slight hysteria at times) and taking plenty of selfies.   

We stuck to our plan of walking the big hills and running the flats and downhills 

and this certainly helped when tackling the Seven Sisters.  I remember watching 

the lighthouse in the distance slowly get closer and closer knowing (and hoping) 

the finish wasn’t too far 

away.  The high when 

crossing the finish line 

made it all worthwhile and 

I can honestly say I loved 

every minute.   

A big thank you to S&M, 

SLOPEY and DORA for the 

moral support and to 

EMBAA and DATA for all 

the training tips.   

Oh and we beat the rhino! 

 

PRINCESS ZOLA 
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Kent Cross Country League 

 
Cross Country… The season so far… 

  

On Saturday 14th October we had the first 

meet of the 23/24 Kent Cross Country 

League at Foots Cray Meadows. We had 4 

ladies running, and 3 men. Unfortunately not 

enough men to make up a team to score. 

Fortunately 

the weather 

was on our 

side during the races, and the terrain fairly dry 

however an undulating course which was uneven 

under foot. 

The ladies team were up first and a great effort 

resulting in 12th in the leader board. The men put 

in a good performance, although I am sure 

HITCH could have shaved off some time if he 

wasn’t high fiving the kids on every lap. Great 

support crew turn out, with lots of cheering to get us round the course. 

  

The second meet of the season was on Saturday 

28th October at Somerhill, Tonbridge. A very 

muddy course with a fair few hills… again we 

managed to get a ladies team out to score, but 

unfortunately not enough men to make the team 

of 4. The ladies raced first, with the sun shining 

on the start line, but the heavens opening with 

torrential rain during the race. All ladies 

managed to stay on their feet and maintain their 

12th position standing out of 19 teams. The men 

were up next, and the course even muddier following the down pour. There was 

plenty of slipping and sliding with a similarity to Bambi on ice at times! 

  

The next meet for the men is on Saturday 11th November at Danson Park and 

the ladies is Saturday 25th November at Swanley Park with the final event for 

both on Saturday 10th February 2024. 
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It isn’t too late to sign up and join the team midway through the season. It 

would be great to get more involved.  Please let me know if you would like to run, 

or if you have any questions. 

  

There will also be 2 stand alone events – Kent Vets Championship (Sat 2nd Dec) 

and Kent Championship (Sat 6th Jan) – I will be emailing out once I have the 

details for these. 

 

COMMANDO, Cross Country Team Captain 

 

 

View From The Potty.....Alloween Ash 

31st October 2023 

 

So I had wanted to do this one for years, back in the day, when they had live 

actors roaming 'Madam Wood' with chainsaws & masks-n-stuff. Pre Covid, I 

actually called the Farm Shop to enquire about it... 

 

Sept 2018: 

POTTY: "Er...hello, is that Broaditch Farm shop & can I speak to someone about 

your "halloween nights"?' 

Farm Shop: "yes...no problem, this is Mary speaking, how may I help you?" 

POTTY: "Well, I'm from a local running club & I thought it would be a great idea 

to have about 30 or so of our club runners, go crashing through the wood, on a 

live scare night....would that be possible?" 

Farm Shop "............ ................." line goes goes dead 

 

As such, I'm guessing that they didn't really like the idea, but looking at the 

'positives' from Covid....the pandemic meant that the farm shop thankfully fired 

all of the teenage live actors and massively scaled back their 'scare nights' into 

something where they simply trundle kiddies around the track in the wood, on 

the back of a tractor! Armed with this info, I set about a renewed charm 

offensive and the owner (Mark) kindly agreed for us to use it. Manor Barn pub, 

were also very accomodating (prepped in advance) as the Sip Stop. I obviously 

didn't bother warning the Travelodge at all, which made the Down Downs, in 

their hotel reception area, all the more 'edgy'. 

 

Knowing that I would need some serious assistance, with the scarers in the 

wood, I solicited the help of the assistant RA (SHREK) and formed an evil band 

of "Satan's Little Helpers". This crew, under SHREK's childlike guidance, were: 

DING DONG & MERRILY 
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CLARE & MORGAN 

TREADERS & NIL 

PARKER & BROWN-NOSE 

Sadly MYSTIC MEG & DOUBLE ENTRY were recovering from Covid and had to 

sit this one out....a real shame as they had supplied a lot of the crew with bed 

linen  

 

When I say, 'SHREK'S childlike guidance'....I've never seen anyone get so 

excited, primarily about jumping out on a few hashers, & lobbing two dozen 

eggs.....he was a man possessed, buying smoke bombs, spare axes, fake blood, 

face masks, plus supplying both mood lighting and a sound system! TREADERS 

was a close second with his penchant for forensic crime scene Tyvek coveralls.  

 

For example, from the WhatsApp: 

 

SHREK: Maybe if we have DING DONG on the first bed...... being hacked (to 

death) by zombies in running gear.... they can rescue him.... and he can join the 

group..... then maybe MERRILY rescued at the 2nd one! Then they 

can (all) go (full) 'zombie' and egg them at the last prop from within the 

group🤔 

POTTY: Am all for DING DONG being hacked to death…..but can’t help but 

think we are over revving a little. Let’s keep it simple, eh? 

 

Also a massive assist from both GROPER (Hannibal Letcher) as Assistant Hare & 

special mention to Dr Evil (POPS) who coordinated the Sip Stop perfectly. A 

stout drink being required after the shenanigans in the woods.  

 

Two full bags of flour to set the course, which (as per) was a complete waste of 

both time and flour, as the FRB's sped past the 1st two RG's and then the Fish 

hook (for 666). I had purposefully done the RG's & FH to S L O O O O W the 

whole group down, being dark and GROPER plus I, trying to maintain control over 

the whole pack. Of course, what I overlooked (with it being dark) was that no 

one saw the sodding flour!  

 

As we arrived (at relatively turbo pace) at Madam Wood, I ensured the group 

observed the final RG, before the 'fun' started. Sadly, the Satan's Little 

Helpers, couldn't control themselves, as they then started prematurely 

peppering the RG (over a tree line) with eggs. I had made some old nonsense up 

about the 'ghoulies firing Rectoplasm'...in a form resembling eggs and with 

anyone 'Recto'd' then needing a Down Down....the Satan crew managed to get 
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about 8 members, including MRS TUMBLE, who clearly was wearing eggshells in 

her barnet at the SS. 

 

The pack passed several 'prop areas' which we had named: 

-Zombie bed 

-Dragons Den 

-Skeleton Court 

-Axe bar 

Amid screams, smoke, RG's & of course, more eggs. Quite frankly it was sodding 

bedlam....pretty much as I had hoped.  

 

The JB stop was the last prop area, and a chance for us to regroup and 

congratulate MERRILY who had transcended, somewhat magically, from a softly 

spoken lady and a pillar of the community of Culverstone, into a terrifying 

screaming banshee. Possibly screaming at the loss of her torch (thankfully re-

united before the SS). The beers at the SS were a welcome relief from the 

tension in the woods. We were also treated to an impromptu 'Recto-plasm-ing' 

by PARKER. Eggs and shell littering the outdoor beer area. Beers consumed & 2 

minute warnings observed, 

we made our way back to 

the Travelodge without 

further incident. The Down 

Downs a little stymied by 

both the weather, plus the 

flow of foot traffic in & out 

of the Travelodge, by the 

regular punters....if 

anything, we certainly made 

their trip to Gravesend a 

little more 

interesting....which says a 

lot for Gravesend.  

 

Looking forward to next year's Halloween Hash already. A quick check of the 

calendar and it looks like 2024 is a year that will feature another 

Quidditch World Cup, so wizzard & witches, you've an 11 months to polish off 

your brooms and practice with your quaffles. Hopefully SPREADERS may be able 

to pop down (the +200 odd miles) to reprise his role as the Golden Snitch? 

 

Thanks all that took part...it was (as intended) quite a scream 
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On On 

 

POTTY  

 

 

The Club Handicap  

 

Thank you to everyone who took part in the Handicap this year. We now have 

nine runners to compete in the Grand Final on Sunday 19th November 11am from 

HQ HCC. The plan is to run the shortened H5 route that we used for the 

summer heats.  

Important if any of the finalists are unable to make this date please let Data 

and I know as the next person in you group will then replace you in the final. 

The final is a first past the post format with usual handicapping of runners, 

that is FRB's out last. 

Any questions please speak to me or Data. 

 

On On  

 

CLOCKWORK & DATA 

 

The Handicap finalists are GROPER, PRINCESS ZOLA,  SLOPEY, CAT FLAP, 

DOWN, UNCLE VESTA, CONNOR (HITCH), ROIDS AND KATHY H.  
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CrosHHHHword Pizzle

Across

2. Mr William’s gofer

6. The daddy of all shite jokes

8. Holmes-Mirren-Dench

   Down

1. Character from London’s Burning

3. On the end of the line offering Noel a deal or not

4. Commonly found at the end of a length

1

2 3 4

5

6

7

8 9

10

11 12 13

14

15

16

17 18

19 20 21

22

23

24

 

CrosHHHHword Pizzle 

Can you guess the H4 Hasher? 
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In the next Joey … 

Please send any race / hash write ups, quotes, photos and other news to EMBAA 

to be added into the next Joey by 31st Dec. Now we have resurrected Joey we’d 

like to find an editor to put issues together. Please let EMBAA know if you are 

interested.  

 

 

Upcoming Events 

 

Sat 11th Nov  Kent XC League - Danson Park, Bexley Hill (Sen M) 

Sun 19th Nov  Club Handicap Grand Final, HCC 

Sat 25th Nov  Kent XC League - Swanley Park, Swanley (Sen W) 

Fri 1st Dec   Ladies Christmas Party – HCC  

Sat 2nd Dec  Kent XC Vets Championship, Dartford  

Sat 9th Dec  Kids Christmas Hash - Venue TBC 

Sun 10th Dec  Turkey Run – Enter at maidstoneharriers.co.uk 

Sun 17th Dec  Santa Hash  

Thurs 28th Dec Lads Christmas Drinks  

Sun 31st Dec  Deadline for submissions for the next JOEY  

Sat 6th Jan   Kent XC Championships, Brands Hatch  

Sun 7th Jan  January Hash – HARES NEEDED  

Sat 3rd Feb   Annual Dinner & Dance, The Knowle, Higham 

Sun 4th Feb   February Hash – HARES NEEDED  

Sat 10th Feb  Kent XC League - Norman Park, Bromley (all) 

Sun 3rd March March Hash – HARES NEEDED  

 

 

9. Only a donkey could love this hasher

11. Bodybuilders not so legal supplement

13. That rabbit just keeps on drumming

15. Little Unt would like these, for ladies thighs

17. Leggy warrior

20. This hasher loves his greens

22. Jimmy Saville, Rolf Harris, Stuart Hall

23. Big Ears will lead you to this hasher

24. untidy in the 1970's

5. Zero VPL

7. Often found roaming

10. Accounting for everything twice

12. Lay some rubber

14. Comfortable evening attire

16. Always pestering is this hasher

17. Barley able to climb

18. Quite prominent on a crisp morning

19. V8, Straight 6, Boxer

21. Someone who swears a lot, could be known as
***** Mouthed


